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Abstract—The engineering process of Cyber-Physical Production Systems (CPPS) involves collaboration of multiple engineering disciplines. Major obstacles arising from these multi-disciplinary engineering processes are heterogeneous representations, weak accumulation and integration of dispersed, local engineering knowledge, and required effective coordination between multi-disciplinary engineering teams across the organization. Further, heterogeneous communication channels lead to increased information sharing effort for individual team members, ill-structured knowledge representation and management, and poor discoverability of business-critical know-how. These challenges can be addressed by Collective Intelligence Systems (CIS) that enhance engineering methods and tools in large, multi-disciplinary projects. CIS help to identify important implicit, hard-to-access dispersed information and engineering knowledge, make it explicit, and promote the awareness and efficient management of this business-critical knowledge. Therefore, this paper presents a research agenda focusing on the systematic and empirically-grounded investigation of needs, basic concepts, principles, and models of CIS software architectures in particular application domains, and outlines expected results.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cyber-Physical Production Systems (CPPS), such as industrial production plants, are typically the result of complex, multi-disciplinary engineering processes, where several engineering disciplines, such as mechanical, electrical, and software engineering, are involved and need to collaborate [1]. In these software and systems engineering environments, the work of engineers depends on inputs and results from other engineering disciplines, e.g., requirements incorporated in a range of engineering models. Therefore, it is critical to systematically support these complex knowledge-intensive tasks in multi-disciplinary engineering processes of CPPS to ensure a high-quality output, early defect detection and prevention, and to reduce operational risks of CPPS.

Major obstacles for improving multi-disciplinary engineering processes are heterogeneous representations (engineering methods, models and terminologies), weak accumulation and integration of the dispersed, local engineering knowledge that is instrumental for the development and validation of CPPS as well as required effective coordination and sharing between multi-disciplinary engineering teams in the organization [1]. The use of heterogeneous communication channels between individuals leads to an increased information sharing effort for the individual the more people are involved. There is also a lack of structured knowledge representation and management as well as effective discoverability of business-critical know-how.

These challenges with engineering CPPS at organization level can be addressed by Collective Intelligence Systems (CIS). Well-known examples of CIS comprise Facebook, Wikipedia, the collaborative Git repository hosting platform GitHub, and the programming Q&A platform Stack Overflow. As a socio-technical system [2], a CIS acts as a mediator of interactions among a user community and relies substantially on the continuous flow of contributions of the connected users within the provided services [3]. Thereby CIS provide effective, bottom-up coordination and communication capabilities thus facilitating the aggregation, management and distribution of knowledge in a coordinated way [3]. “By contributing new content individually to these systems, the users build collectively a continuously growing repository of valuable information, knowledge and data, and thus generate collective intelligence of a user community” [3] which would not be possible if each individual acted in isolated ways. Today, CIS haven been adopted in a growing number of various application contexts and domains, in particular as organization-level systems, since they provide macro- and micro-level benefits to online communities of various scales [3]. One domain where organization-level CIS have recently increased in relevance is Industrie 4.0 and CPPS [4]. In large, multi-disciplinary projects such as the engineering of CPPS, CIS have the potential to enhance (software) engineering methods and tools to overcome the existing accumulation, integration, collaboration, and communication complexities of hard-to-access dispersed information and engineering knowledge. Furthermore, CIS help to identify important implicit engineering knowledge and make it explicit as well as to provide the awareness and efficient management of this business-critical knowledge.

Nevertheless, each target application context and domain has characteristic particularities that need to be addressed by a well-suited CIS architecture design to engineer a most effective system. Despite CIS are very popular and widespread
in use, they have not been sufficiently investigated so far with focus on software architecture design. Software architects still face considerable obstacles in understanding and choosing the best fitting CIS design with features that are demanded to satisfy the organization’s business needs and goals, existing workflow limitations as well as the specific application context. Feature modifications highly affect a CIS’s significant capabilities and consequently its success. Such modifications have a strong impact on the system conceptually (e.g. applied rules of the system) as well as technically (e.g. used technologies). Therefore, the software architect needs a complete understanding about (1) the set of features all kinds of CIS have in common and thus are fixed core features to deal with in the architecture design, and (2) existing system variants and their effects to make better design decisions. Without this knowledge, the design decision making of software architects leaves uncertainty about the effects on the system’s capabilities and behavior. A consolidated systematic knowledge base of the architectural principles would extremely improve the understanding of concepts significant for a CIS’S success. Furthermore, a methodological support for architecting CIS tailored for complex application contexts and specific domains like CPPS engineering would provide useful assistance and guidelines for software architects to model these systems. These nontrivial research challenges provided the impetus for this paper which presents a research agenda focusing on the systematic and empirically-grounded investigation of needs, basic concepts, principles, and models of CIS software architectures in particular application domains, and outlines expected results.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section II provides background information about CIS. In section III we present a research agenda describing research challenges, goals and expected results. Section IV summarizes relations to existing work. Finally, section V draws conclusions.

II. COLLECTIVE INTELLIGENCE SYSTEMS

Over the last decades Collective Intelligence Systems (CIS) have been established as new forms of web-based, user-contribution-driven information systems in our modern knowledge-driven society. CIS harness the collective knowledge and work of connected people by providing a web-based environment with capabilities to effectively share topic-specific information with the participating community and to discover and reuse relevant knowledge more efficiently [3]. Furthermore, CIS enable self-organizational knowledge transfer and coordination of distributed work [3] as well as ongoing maintenance of the knowledge base, thus supporting individuals to communicate and work together on complex tasks like engineering CPPS.

A central concept behind CIS is the successful emergence of Collective Intelligence (CI) by applying certain mechanisms within the system environment. CI is a well-established phenomenon researched in several fields like sociology, biology, political science, economics for decades [5]. Pierre Lévy’s often cited definition describes CI as “a form of universally distributed intelligence, constantly enhanced, coordinated in real time, and resulting in the effective mobilization of skills. [...] No one knows everything, everyone knows something.” [6]. Recently, the emergence of new information communication technologies has enabled new forms of how collective intelligence occurs [7]. Today, the new possibilities provided by the Internet and the Web 2.0 era [8] have significantly contributed to the research efforts in IT-enabled collective intelligence and the development of an increasing number of CIS in various application contexts and domains. In particular, CIS have experienced a strong growth and acceptance on organizational level like enterprise social networks and wikis, also due to support by the Enterprise 2.0 [9] movement, which advocates the use of modern social software solutions in and between companies and their customers. A recent discussion of CI in the organizational context (CfOrg) can be found in Grasso et al. [10].

III. RESEARCH AGENDA FOR COLLECTIVE INTELLIGENCE SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE DESIGN SUPPORT

To provide the usefulness and general benefits of CIS in order to improve existing workflows, adequate tailoring and business-critical fit of a CIS for the respective application context, domain and organization are key success factors.

Software architects design and build CIS which are tailored towards specific needs of the stakeholders and the context of a domain or organization. But there are several ways to incorporate CIS capabilities into information systems. The definition, design and selecting of a sufficiently complete and well-fitting set of software features and functions that realize a CIS’s main regulatory capabilities and address the required business-critical functionality as well as envisioned future growth paths is an enormous challenge for software architects. So far there is a lack of adequate architectural design guidelines for CIS which hinders software architects to systematically conceptualize and manage CIS-specific concerns in architecture descriptions. This circumstance increases the risk that software architects make inappropriate architectural design decisions about system features for the respective context. Current approaches, predominantly comprising trial and error or clone and own from similar successful CIS, often are responsible for missing and ill-prioritized features. Consequently, these strategies lead to ineffective systems and, in worst case scenarios, to project failures due to limited knowledge and understanding of the main CIS capabilities and a systematic design process. Therefore creating a solid understanding about CIS commonalities and variabilities is prerequisite to invent future CIS for multi-disciplinary engineering scenarios in CPPS.

Hence, one key challenge that need to be addressed by research is the lack of architecture-relevant knowledge about commonalities and significant variabilities among identified key elements of CIS. In addition, missing architectural design approaches to describe significant CIS capabilities and manage the variabilities in a systematic way as well as to guide the design decision making for supporting context-aware
selection of adequate feature variants makes it a hard time for a software architect to build the best fitting kind of CIS for the intended purpose and respective application context, domain and organization.

Research in this area should address these challenges by conducting a systematically empirically-grounded investigation of basic concepts, principles, variabilities and models of software architectures for CIS. In particular, research requires to provide a rigorous understanding of the architectural constructs and principles that shape a common CIS as a basis for focusing then on an analysis of architecture variations of CIS. A catalogue of identified commonalities and significant variabilities among CIS key features as well as a better understanding of their effects would support a more effective tailoring of a CIS for the respective application domain to better address current business process limitations, needs and concerns. Research areas, that should provide significant contributions to the design and engineering of CIS, are:

1. How, to what extent, and in which system elements do architecture-relevant variations in CIS occur?

   Based on the identified challenges, the research issues here relate to specific activities that might explore certain architectural basis patterns. These patterns represent the essence of all these systems in a minimal system description which needs to be differentiated to more specific ones. An investigation of real-world CIS in a wide scope would allow identifying existing CIS variations with respect to the described architectural basis pattern, how these variations are affected by underlying system elements and design decisions, and what are strengths and weaknesses of each variation in order to better assess its potential application areas.

   With respect to the CPPS domain, we need to investigate existing CIS, their design and application in more detail in the context of CPPS. In addition, CIS requirements and domain-specific concerns need to be collected in the context of engineering CPPS. These findings would allow a comparison of CPPS-specific CIS and CIS in general as well as support a better understanding of the domain-specific aspects that are important to consider during architecting.

2. How can the identified CIS families be adequately classified?

   To map the characteristic features of each identified CIS variation, which branches away from the base system, groups of CIS need to be defined on the basis of shared characteristics. As a consequence, a system taxonomy can be built that supports a comprehensive classification and comparison of CIS architectural sub-styles. First observations of different kinds of CIS revealed that these systems share certain features which were altered to some extent for a single one based on made system design decisions. For example if a wiki and a microblogging platform are compared, different concerns like the time duration between contribution cycles can be noted.

   Based on the findings of existing CIS in the application domain of CPPS as well as the collected system requirements and domain-specific concerns, a dominant feature set would emerge that is characteristic for CPPS-specific CIS and allow to assign this kind of systems to an identified CIS variation as well as to integrate it into the CIS taxonomy.

3. How can software architects be supported with a systematic architectural design approach that focuses on identified feature variations in CIS?

   To provide systematic support for software architects in choosing a well-suited CIS variant for the respective application context and business goals as well as in the design process of the system with the required set of features, the gained architectural knowledge about the identified variants needs to be consolidated and formalized using established and practical useful methodologies and tools. A variability modeling of CIS should support software architects with variant analysis to evaluate trade-offs before making design decisions and with additional effective design methods.

   In particular, to better support software architects in engineering CIS in the CPPS domain, aspects and concerns specific in the context of CPPS need to be analyzed that are important to be addressed in a CIS architecture design for process improvement. This architectural knowledge can be incorporated in a systematic architecture approach specific for this application domain.

   Expected results of the research contributions should (1) provide a deeper understanding of commonalities and variabilities of CIS families and subgroups from a software architecture perspective, (2) offer better support to explore novel kinds of CIS and application areas like CPPS, and (3) offer improved design and decision making approaches with regards to the various system families for software architects who work with CIS for particular domains like multi-disciplinary systems engineering.

IV. RELATED WORK

This section presents an overview of related work on software architecture, key concepts and collective intelligence systems.

Recent activities in the area of software architecture research have failed to provide sufficient understanding and methodological support for architecting in CIS domain. Today, research often focuses on the engineering of technical aspects. Although research fields of human computation, crowdsourcing and social computing investigate networked human groups and computing systems [11], they do not address aspects that arise from a software architecture point of view, which is although critical to design well-tailored systems. Therefore, a systematic investigation of underlying models and mechanisms for computational support of mediated social interaction and human cognitive processes is highly relevant [2] to provide a consolidated systematic knowledge base of the architectural principles of a successful CIS.

In recent years there have been efforts to understand characteristic features of CIS. Malone et al. [7] were the first who investigated foundations of CIS and identified staffing, goal, incentives and structure/process as four key elements. Lykourentzou et al. [12] introduced a CI categorization framework
which distinguishes between passive and active CIS, whereby active CIS are differentiated in collaborative, competitive and hybrid ones. Smart et al. [13] created a taxonomy of Social Machines, a family of socio-technical systems which subsumes CIS, that consists of eleven characteristic features. From a crowdsourcing perspective, Bernstein et al. [5] categorized them in directed, self-organizational and passive systems. A limitation that is shared among the previous systematizations is that they are broad and abstract, thus cause numerous interpretative gaps, when it comes to the conceptual and technical architecting of CIS. Current compilations of CIS research are provided by Miorandi et al. [14] and Malone et al. [5].

For emerging domains like Industrie 4.0 and CPPS, CIS are of particular interest in their role as enabling technologies. Bauernhansl et al. [4] highlighted on numerous occasions the potential of social media platforms in future cyber-physical production systems, but also the lack of their current application. Two aspects should be highlighted in particular: (1) the efficient collection and maintenance of project-independent knowledge [15], and (2) the increased computerization of physical systems and the resulting need for solution providers to organize and coordinate their internal software base. Developers of software-intensive systems have an own industrial internal software ecosystem (ISECO) [16], which has evolved internally around their platforms. Guiding platform evolution and reducing software architectural erosion as well as architectural technical debt are challenges that increase in relevance with ongoing multi-disciplinary and global distribution of development teams and the increased interdependence of created systems.

V. Conclusion

In this paper we presented a research agenda for investigating systematic architecture design guidelines for CIS that are well-tailored for a respective CPPS application context. We highlighted the importance of better understanding architecture-relevant principles and significant variabilities of CIS as well as an exploration of systematic architectural design approaches as essential research challenges that need to be addressed in future research work. The described expected results should provide contributions to the design and engineering of CIS and to a consolidated knowledge base for the CIS domain as a new promising research field. For the CPPS domain, CIS are of particular relevance to provide new approaches for efficient knowledge exchange and coordination support in multi-disciplinary engineering teams and processes in the design time. The application of CIS in CPPS should improve the aggregation, maintenance and awareness of distributed knowledge and artifacts contributed by various involved disciplines, as well as enable effective coordination and sharing of business-critical know-how. A subsequent application of the researched CIS architectural design approaches in the context of engineering CPPS by considering identified domain-specific aspects and concerns enables software architects to adequately tailor a CIS with regards to current engineering methods and tools and enhance them with required capabilities and thus overcome current challenges and improve the engineering process.
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